
The world’s first self-sufficient, electric and 
emission-free Perla E-VISION water house.

Catamaran
Perla

e-vision



Perla Yacht Group is entering a new era of living where we feel 
responsible for the natural environment. It is essential to keep 
our planet in a healthy condition. We want to keep enjoying the 
beauty of the earth, especially behind the wheel of our zero-
emission house on the water. The market launch of the PERLA 
E-VISION unit is a milestone on the way to emission-free, fully 
electric solutions in yachting.  

10 important 
arguments for 
choosing this 

particular unit:

Perla
e-vision



1. Strong 
aluminum 
structure of 
the hull and 
superstructure

Light and spacious structure of the watercraft that 
gives it shape and ensures buoyancy. The strength of 
the hull and superstructure depends on the material 
they are made of.

Aluminum, in contrast to laminates and other plastics, 
is a more durable and weather-resistant material. In 
our unit, we use marine aluminum 5083, which is 
characterized by excellent technical parameters and 
additionally protected with paint coatings Our unit is 
as durable as those made of stainless steel.



2. Electromobility - 
a fully electric and 
zero-emission unit

When designing a house on water, we wanted to bring 
the beauty of nature closer to its inhabitants, ensuring 
optimal harmony. Perla e-vision is equipped with two 
electric motors and an intelligent unit management 
system. Characterized by modern design, it sets the 
directions for the development of the entire yachting 
industry. The electric unit combines practicality, 
comfort, rich equipment and emission-free drive with 
soul and character.

Two electric motors have been adapted to work with 
the photovoltaic system, ensuring uninterrupted power 
and stable operation.

An innovative energy storage and management system 
in conjunction with a photovoltaic installation ensures  
that our unit is energy self-sufficient and makes it zero-
emission.



3. Environmentally 
friendly

We are entering a new era of life in which we feel responsible for the natural 
environment. It is important to keep our planet healthy. We want to continue to 
enjoy its beauty, especially from behind the controls of our eco-house on the 
water. The market launch of the Perla catamaran e-vision is a milestone on the 
way to providing zero-emission, all-electric yachting solutions.

Power supply in the form of green energy comes from efficient photovoltaic 
panels. Its excess is kept in an efficient energy store, thanks to which you can 
go on a cruise even on cloudy days.

The catamaran takes us to charming places where we can admire nature and 
make sure that they remain in good condition. The e-vision model is fully self-
sufficient and environmentally friendly, thanks to which it can sail in waters with 
a quiet zone.



4. Futuristic 
Modern shape

Perla catamaran e-vision allows us to look into the future. Good architecture requires 
emphasizing the best features of the unit while ensuring its full functionality. Classic 
constructions on land, supported on a foundation, most often cannot afford to depart 
from the cubic form and smooth walls at right angles. The architecture of the house 
on the water in this respect gives many more opportunities to interact with design.

The Perla e-vision unit line is a marriage of rectangular and rounded elements. It is 
a successful balance between what gives lightness and what enhances stability. The 
stylishly rounded frames of the house on the water cleverly hide the large usable 
space. There are several color compositions to choose from.



5. Luxurious 
equipment - 
design

Perla e-vision catamaran impresses with its appearance. 
The use of soft colors calms our senses, encouraging 
us to relax on the front terrace. Behind it there is a 
living room with a kitchenette hiding a large useful 
space. The line of cabinets smoothly passes into a 
corridor leading to an atmospheric bedroom with a 
panoramic roof in the ceiling. Perla catamaran e-vision 
is a harbinger of changes and a new era in the use of 
this type of vessel.
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6. Comfort 
of rest

Perla e-vision has a large bed in the bedroom with a 
comfortable mattress, facing the glass stern, thanks to 
which our alarm clock can become the rising of the 
sun.

In the living area and the bow terrace there are modern 
sofas and armchairs for everyday relaxation. There is 
a 65-inch TV in the living room, automatically lowered 
from the ceiling. All furniture is equipped with Blum 
accessories with automatic and electric mechanisms 
ensuring comfort of use. The helmsman’s seat for two 
with automatic height adjustment ensures comfortable 
driving.









 7. Intelligent 
management 
of the unit

Perla e-vision has its own proprietary unit control 
system. Electric motors, air conditioning, heating, 
lighting, monitoring and maps are controlled using 
touch monitors inside the unit and partly from a mobile 
application. Automatic solutions in our unit, such as 
an electric patio awning, a TV that pull-outs from 
the ceiling, an electric helmsman’s seat, and electric 
control of furniture mechanisms improve everyday 
utility and comfort.





8. Spaciousness
The use of large glass surfaces in a unit, which is 
to serve both recreation and meeting the needs of 
everyday life, is a consensus of spaciousness and 
yacht design. Above all, the apartment should provide 
privacy and a sense of security. During yachting, we 
want to commune with nature. Both the right and left 
sides of the e-vision unit are glazed, which allows you 
to observe nature from the comfort of your home.











9. Economics
Electric drives are known for their economical use, 
which is a significant advantage in the light of current 
prices at petrol stations. The basic electric drive in 
conjunction with a photovoltaic installation and energy 
storage means that the use of Perla e-vision does not 
require large financial outlays.



10. Stability and 
very good sailing 
properties

The width of the e-vision unit is 4 meters, which 
significantly affects its stability on the water, both 
on lakes, rivers and canals. The wide hulls with high 
displacement and draft of 45 cm, despite the large 
area of   the unit, make it possible to use a large total 
weight at the same time while moving efficiently.
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Total length  

Total width  

Height  

Hull  

Construction  

Outer sheathing  

Approximate dry weight

Outboard engine

Number of sleeping places  

Living area

Usable area with terraces

Design category  

10,8 m  

4 m  

3,6 m  

aluminum  

aluminum  

aluminum  

13 tons 

electric 2 x 11 kW 

2 to 6 

30 m2 

42 m2 

D 

Perla e-vision



Perla Yacht Group is a modern shipyard that specializes in the production of luxury 
aluminum sailing units. A boatyard equipped with the latest machinery and plant allows us 
not only to produce aluminum hulls, but also to produce the highest quality comprehensive 
and innovative equipment for our units. Thanks to our experience in the e-technology 
industry, our fully electric and zero-emission units are built using the latest e-mobility 
technologies.

Each of our clients can be sure that the unit produced in our shipyard is closely matched 
to his or her individual expectations and needs. This is due to the VR technology that we 
use, which enables a 3D virtual walk around the unit. Our qualified team of designers can 
help in choosing equipment and optimal solutions.

Thanks to Perla Yacht Group, dreams come true.



Shipyard
Łąkowa Street 12, 
59-330, Ścinawa, 

Poland

tel: + 48 538 216 247

s a l e s @ p e r l a - y a c h t . c o m
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